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HOMOTOPY TYPES OF CONNECTED SUMS OF

SPHERICAL FIBRE SPACES OVER SPHERES

BY KOHHEI YAMAGUCHI

§ 1. Introduction.

In the homotopy classification problems of highly-connected Poincare com-
plexes, the connected sums of spherical fibre spaces over spheres appear fre-
quently. Especially, the manifolds with certain tangential and homotopy pro-
perties come to connected sums of sphere bundles over spheres (for example,
[12]).

On the other hand, I.M. James and J. H. C. Whitehead classified homotopy
types of the total space of sphere bundles over spheres in [3] and [4], and
their results were extended to the case of spherical fibre spaces over spheres
by S. Sasao in [7].

Motivated by those, H. Ishimoto classified connected sums of sphere bundles
over spheres up to homotopy types in [2], Then the purpose of this paper is
to extend Ishimoto's results in [2] to the case of connected sums of spherical
fibre spaces over spheres with cross-sections, which is also a generalization of
Sasao's Theorem given in [7].

Let Gn+ί be the space of maps of a n-sphere Sn to itself with degree 1 and
Fn be the subspace of Gn+1 consisting of maps preserving the base point s o=
*(1, 0, 0, •••, 0)eS π . Let I be a total space of an orientable n-spherical fibre
space over a (n+£+l)-sphere which admits a cross-section, and we denote its
characteristic element by X(X)^πn+k(Gn+1). Since X has a cross-section, we
may suppose

(1.1) X(X)=jn*(γ) for some element Y^πn+k{Fn),

where

in ' Fn — > Gn+1 denotes the inclusion map.
Let

λ : πn+k(Fn) — > πn+k(Gn+1)

be the isomorphism defined by B. Steer in [10], and two maps

V: SOn+i — > Gn+1
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and
Γ : S O n — > F n

be the inclusion maps, where SOm denotes the m-th rotation group. Clearly, V
induces a fibre map of the fibration SOn-+SOn+1->Sn into the fibration Fn->Gn+1

->Sπ. Thus, we have the following diagram, which is commutative up to sign,

Fig. (1.2)

where / means the classical /-homomorphism and the homomorphism P is de-
fined by the Whitehead product,

(1.3) Λ O = K , <»] for ζtΞπn+k+1(Sn).

Since the horizontal sequences of (1.2) are exact, the element λ(γ)^π2n+k(Sn) is
uniquely determined up to Pπn+k+i(Sn), and we define the invariant λ(X) by

(1.4) λ(X)= {λ(r)\ e π2n+k(Sn)/Pπn+k+1(Sn).

By using this invariant, S. Sasao classified the homotopy type of spherical fibre
spaces over spheres with cross-sections as follows:

THEOREM 1.5. (S. Sasao, [7]) Let n^k+3, and k^l. Let Xx and X2bethe
total spaces of orientable n-spherical fibre spaces over Sn+k+1 which admit cross-
sections. Then Xx and X2 are of the same homotopy type if and only if λ(X1) =
±λ{X2\

Let Xh be a total space of an orientable n-spherical fibre space over sn+k+1

with a cross-section, for lfg/i:gr. We denote by %rκ=χXκ the connected sum of
the total spaces Xh, Λ=l, 2, •••, r. (See Wall [13] about the definition of
connected sums of Poincare complexes.) Let X'Sf s = l , 2, •••, r', be another set
of such spherical fibrations. Then it is easy to see that, if %r

h=χXκ and %rU\X's
are of the same homotopy type, r must be equal to r' by the homological reason.

Then the aim of this note is to extend the above result to the case of con-
nected sums of total spaces of spherical fibre spaces over spheres which admit
a cross-section, and our results are stated as follows:

THEOREM A. Let n^k+3 and k^L Let Xh and Xr

h be total spaces of
orientable n-spherical fibre spaces over (n-\-k+l)'Spheres which admit cross-sections,
for l<Ξ/ι^r. Then the connected sums %r

h=\Xh and $h=\Xκ are of the same homo-
topy type if and only if there exists an unimodular matrix Λ^GLr(Z) such that,
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(1.6) \λ{X[), λ(X'2), ..., λ(X'r))=A>'MXi), KX*), - , λ(Xr))

where the abelian group π2n+k(Sn)/Pπn+k+i(Sn) is considered as a left Z-module.

In particular, if X is a total space of n-sphere bundle over a(w+&+l)-sphere
with a cross-section, then the invariant λ(X) is contained in the subgroup
Jπn+ΛSOn)/Pπn+k+1(Sn), and we also have

COROLLARY B. (H. Ishimoto, [2] K. Yamaguchi, [15]) Let n^k+3 and
k^L Let Xh and X'h be total spaces of n-sphere bundles over (n+k+ΐ)-spheres
which admit cross-sections, for l<Lh^r. Then the connected sums #5UA and
%rκ=\X'h are of the same homotopy type if and only if there exist an unimodular
matrix Λ^GLr(Z) such that,

(1.7) \λ{X[), λ(Xί), - , λ{X'r))=A.\λ(Xύ, λ(Xύ, .» , λ(Xr))

where the abelian group Jπn+k(SOn)/Pπn+k+i(Sn) is considered as a left Z-module.

This paper is organized as follows: In § 2 we recall the group of self-
homotopy equivalences over the wedge of certain complexes. In § 3 we give
the proof of Theorem A.

§2. The Group of Self-Homotopy Equivalences.

The set of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences of a based space
X, which is denoted by Eq(X), is a group with the multiplication defined by
the composition of maps. For each based space X and Y, we denote by [X, F ]
the homotopy set of all based maps from X to Y. Furthermore, we denote by
Z{κ\ the infinite cyclic group generated by n. For example, πm(Sm)=Z{cm}.

For each l^Λ^r, let Kh denote a CPF-complex

(2.1) / f A =S n VS n + * + 1 , n§:

and the maps

ih : Sn — > SnVSn+k+1=Kh

and
ξh : Sn+k+1 — > SnVSn+k^=Kh

denote inclusion maps to the first and the second factor, respectively. Similarly,
let ph:Kh=SnVSn+k+1->Sn+k+1 be a retraction map to the second factor. In
particular, we put

(2.2) K=V Kh=\/(Sn\/Sn+k+1).

h=l

Then it is easy to see that the following relations hold:

(2.3) phojh = 0y
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For each lfg/z, s^r, we define the maps

Ghs Ku > Ks

λhs ' Kh > Ks

σhs—tdsnysn+k+i and λhs=ξs°ph.

Since Kh is a double suspension space, the homotopy sets [Kh, Ks~\ and \_K, K~\
become abelian groups with track additions. Moreover, if n^k+3, IK, K~] be-
comes a (non-commutative) ring whose addition and multiplication are induced
from the track addition and the composition of maps, respectively. Now, we
assume 72Ξ̂ &+3 throughout this paper.

Then we recall several results, which has already been obtained in [15], and
we omit the proofs.

PROPOSITION 2.4. ([15], Prop. 2.25)

lKh, Ks-]
where

Ghs=pti

PROPOSITION 2.5. ([15], Prop. 5.4)

Hence, for each element Θ^[K, K\ we can represent it as follows:

(2.6) θ=(θhs) for θha*ΞlKh,Kt'],

where

#Λ«= CLhsOKsJrbhSλκs + ghs >

αhs and bhs

for l g λ , s^r.

Then for each element Θ^[K, K~\ represented by (2.6), we put

Ά 0 0*

(2.7) F(θ)= 0 A+B Γ for A=(αh9), β=(ftΛi)eMat(r, Z),

and Γ=te;.)eMat(r, JΓ,+»+ 1(S»)).

Here we note the formula
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Ά' 0 0"

0 A'+B' Γ

.0 0 A'.

,4 0 0

0 A+B Γ

0 0 A

ΆfA 0 0

0 AΆ+(BΆ+A'B+B'B) {A'+B')Γ+Γ'A

. 0 0 AΆ

Then for each abelian group G, let M(r: G) denote the ring of matrices of the
form

Ά 0 0

(2.8) for A, £eMat(r, Z) and ΓeMat(r, G).0 A+B Γ

J 0 Λ_

In particular, it follows from (2.7) that we have the group homomorphism

F:IK, if] — ^ M(r:πn+k+1(Sn)).

THEOREM 2.9. ([15], Theorem E) The homomorphism

F:[K, Kl ^> M(r: πn+k+1(Sn))

is a ring isomorphism.

In particular, we also have

COROLLARY 2.10. ([15], Corollary F)

where we denote by Inv (i?) the group of all multiplicative invertible elements of a
ring R.

§ 3. The Proof of Theorem A.

In this section, we will show Theorem A.
Let Xh and X'h be total spaces of orientable n-spherical fibre spaces over

(n+£+l)-spheres which admit cross-sections, for 1^/ι^r.
First, we note the following

LEMMA 3.1. (S. Sasao, [7], Lemma 2.3) The spaces Xh and X'h have the
cell-decompositions of the forms
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and

where

Thus, the connected sums %r

h=xXh and #J=iZί have the cell-decompositions

(3.2) X=ph=1Xh = Kupe*n+k+ί

and

where

p—Έjhψh and p'=Σ, jh*Ph^π2n+k(K)
h=l h=ί

and ;*/>: Kh-*K denotes the inclusion map to the Λ-th factor.
In general, X and Xf are of the same homotopy type if and only if there

exists a homotopy equivalence β^Eq(K) satisfying θ°ρ — ±pf, and for our pur-
pose, it is important to investigate the action

(3.3) Eg(K)Xπ2n+M) — > π2n+k(K)

which is induced from the composition of maps.
Let 0e[/f, K~] denote the element of the form (2.6). Then,

(3.4) θop^±

Here

Since ih is a suspension element,

= ahsis. (by (2.3))

Similarly, ξh is a suspension element,
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= ahsξs+bhs(ξs-ph)-ξh+(ιs°g
/

hsoph)oξh

= ahtξ9+bhiξt+iAghi) (by (2.3))

= (afιs+bhs)ξs+ts*(g'hs).

Hence we have

(3.5) θoP= £jJ£ ahsis.λ(γh)+(± ahs(ahs+bhs))lξs, /,]+ £ is>\_g'hs, <n]).

First, we suppose that X and X' are of the same homotopy type. Then
there exists a homotopy equivalence Θ^Eg(K) satisfymg θ°p — ±ρ'. Hence it
follows from (3.2) and (3.5) that we have

(3.6) λ(rί)=± £ ahsλ{γh) mod Pπn+k+1(Sn),
Λ = l

and

Σ3flfc.(flft.+ω=±l for l ^ s ^ r .
Λ = l

Thus, if we put A— ±(α Λ s )eMat(r, Z), then it follows from (3.6) that we have

[)y λ(X'2), - , λ(Xt

r))=A'\λ(X1)9 λ{Xύ, -

Moreover, since Θ<^EQ(K), from Corollary 2.10 we also have A ^GLr(Z). There-
fore, the condition (1.6) is necessary.

Conversely, we suppose that there exists an unimodular matrix A=(ahs)<^
GLr(Z) satisfying the condition (1.6). However, considering Theorem 1.5, with-
out loss of generalities we may assume that

(3.7) λ(ri)=£ahiλ(n) for l^s^r.

For each element B— (bh8)^Mat(r, Z), we put θB=(ah8σh9+bhsλht)^lK, K"\. Then
it follows from Corollary 2.10 that we obtain

(3.8) θB^Eq{K) if and only if A+B^GLr(Z).

On the other hand, considering (3.5) and (3.7),

θB°ρ^ £jΛ£ ahsis.λ{γh)+(£ ahs(ahs+bhs))lξs, /,])
5=1 \Λ=1 \Λ=1 / /

= tjMsd(rs)+(± αfts(αfts+6fts))[fs, ί j ) .
s=i \ \h=i / /

Hence it follows from (3.2) that we also have

(3.9) θB*p^p' if and only if £ ahs(ahs+bhs)=l for l ^ s ^ r .
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Now we put B—(tA)~1—A^M.dX(r, Z). Then it is easy to see that the condi-

tions (3.8) and (3.9) are satisfied. Hence X and X' are of the same homotopy

type. This completes the proof of Theorem A.
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